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Abstract The use of molecular markers to study genetic

diversity represents a breakthrough in this area, because of

the increase in polymorphism levels and phenotypic neu-

trality. Codominant markers, such as microsatellites (SSR),

are sensitive enough to distinguish the heterozygotes in

genetic studies. Despite this advantage, there are some

studies that ignore this feature and work with encoded data

because of the simplicity of the evaluation, existence of

polyploids and need for the combined analysis of different

types of molecular markers. Thus, our study aims to

investigate the consequences of these encodings on simu-

lated and real data. In addition, we suggest an alternative

analysis for genetic evaluations using different molecular

markers. For the simulated data, we proposed the following

two scenarios: the first uses SNP markers, and the second

SSR markers. For real data, we used the SSR genotyping

data from Coffea canephora accessions maintained in the

Embrapa Germplasm Collection. The genetic diversity was

studied using cluster analysis, the dissimilarity index, and

the Bayesian approach implemented in the STRUCTURE

software. For the simulated data, we observed a loss of

genetic information to the encoded data in both scenarios.

The same result was observed in the coffee studies. This

loss of information was discussed in the context of a plant-

breeding program, and the consequences were weighted to

germplasm evaluations and the selection of parents for

hybridization. In the studies that involved different types of

markers, an alternative to the combined analysis is dis-

cussed, where the informativeness, coverage and quality of

markers are weighted in the genetic diversity studies.

Keywords Codominant markers � Coffea canephora �
Dominant markers � Germplasm � SSR � STRUCTURE

Introduction

The accurate evaluation of genetic dissimilarity between

genotypes is important in diversity studies. Different meth-

odologies can be used for these evaluations. In the 1960s,
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genetic diversity was quantified using visual evaluations,

such as evaluating the expression of phenotypic markers.

With the emergence of molecular biology in the 1980s, these

same studies have been carried out using molecular markers.

This technology allowed for the detection of polymorphisms

at the DNA level and increased the levels of polymorphisms

that are able to be accessed. Furthermore, the DNA data

present phenotypic neutrality, meaning that the disturbing

influences of the environment are not considered in the

analysis. These features have made molecular analysis a

powerful tool for diversity studies due to higher accuracy and

the reliability of the results obtained (Souframanien and

Gopalakrishna 2004).

The advances in molecular technologies lead to new

perspectives in diversity characterization, and different sta-

tistical approaches can be used. Approaches that use allele

frequency are based on different parameters to measure the

structure and genetic variation presented within populations

or a set of genotypes. The comparative perspective approach

can be performed among and within a population or groups

of individuals. In this case, the genetic dissimilarity (or

similarity) matrix is calculated based on the analysis of all

possible pairwise combinations of genotypes (Karp et al.

1997; Kosman and Leonard 2005). These results in associ-

ation with multivariate statistical methods allow the sum-

mary, classification and ordering of the information

observed (Mohammadi and Prasanna 2003). In addition to

these two approaches, a Bayesian technique has been used

for studies of genetic diversity and population structure.

Implemented in the STRUCTURE software (Pritchard et al.

2000), genotypic data are used for probability classifications

of each genotype, taking into account the K populations

(where K may be unknown). This approach allows us to

obtain robust results and make inferences about migration

rate, allele frequency and hybrid zones using dominant and

codominant molecular markers.

In plant breeding programs, the use of the comparative

approach in germplasm banks is more common in studies of

genetic resources (Laurentin 2009). Generally, in this type of

study, genetic diversity is evaluated using dissimilarity

coefficients to establish the genetic distance matrices. Thus,

the use of robust coefficients is a key for the determination of

the true genetic variability. The choice of the most appro-

priate coefficients depends on the type of markers, ploidy of

the organism and the objective of each study (Kosman and

Leonard 2005). To separate the types of markers, two classes

are formed in accordance with the discriminatory ability.

The first is formed by dominant markers, which are not able

to distinguish the heterozygous genotypes. Included in this

class are the following: random amplified polymorphic DNA

(RAPD), amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP),

inter-simple sequence repeat (ISSR) and diversity arrays

technology (DArTs). The other class is composed of

codominant markers, which are able to distinguish hetero-

zygous genotypes in the molecular assays. Examples of these

types of markers are restriction fragment length polymor-

phism (RFLP), simple sequence repeats (SSR) and single

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP).

The possibility of distinguishing the heterozygous

genotypes is an advantage of codominant markers because

the diversity analysis is enriched (Ferrão 2013). However,

in some studies, researchers choose to encode the molec-

ular data in a binary way rather than discriminating the

alleles and use specific coefficients for codominant data.

The main reasons for this choice include the easy evalua-

tion in different ploidy levels in some species and the need

for combined analysis using dominant and codominant

markers. Scoring the alleles in a binary format, which is

made possible by keeping a record of only the presence or

absence of the bands, simplifies the evaluation and statis-

tical analyses (Kosman and Leonard 2005). Another factor

that complicates the codominant marker evaluations is the

polyploid analysis. In these evaluations, it is not possible to

identify how many allele copies are present in a given

heterozygote by visual analysis. Thus, a simple and rapid

way is to encode the codominant marker data (Bruvo et al.

2004; De Silva et al. 2005). Moreover, with the availability

of different molecular techniques, it is common to use

more than one molecular marker type to study genetic

diversity (Belaj et al. 2003; Ferrão 2013; Gallego et al.

2005; Lamia et al. 2010). However, each molecular tech-

nique differs in informativeness, genome coverage and the

quality of data generated. Thus, one way of aggregating

information from different methodologies is by evaluating

all the markers with the same dissimilarity (or similarity)

coefficient and encoding the data.

This study aims to answer the following questions: (1)

using simulated data in diploids, what is the loss of infor-

mation when codominant markers are evaluated as domi-

nant? (2) Using real data, how do these differences in

evaluations affect the management of genetic resources in

plant breeding programs? (3) What alternative would be

best for the joint analysis of data originating from different

molecular markers?

Materials and methods

Simulated data

Two different scenarios to study genetic diversity were

proposed. In scenario 1, one population of 200 genotypes

and 500 biallele loci was simulated. We used SNP markers

in this diversity study. In scenario 2, one population with

the same sample size and number of loci was simulated.

However, we used SSR, a multi-allelic marker (1–9
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alleles). The simulation process was conducted using a

number of simulation samples called replicas. Each replica

(r) was formed using an initial number of markers (m) to be

evaluated. A designated increase (D) in the number of

markers was added to the initial number (m). Thus, it was

possible to establish replicas (r) that varied from an initial

size (m) to a final size (m0) and an arithmetic ratio (D). In

both scenarios, the value of m and D was 50, while the

value of m0 was 500. Therefore, ten replicas (r) were used

in each scenario.

In scenario 1, all replicas ranging from m to m0 were

evaluated as codominant, and the genetic diversity analysis

was performed. In these analyses, each allele received a

label according to its molecular size. Afterwards, we used

the same replicas (r); however, the markers were encoded

as the presence or absence of the band (binary data). In

scenario 2, we used the same strategies and another

encoding was included for comparison. The most frequent

allele in the population was coded as 1, while the other

alleles were designated as 0. This transformation is com-

mon in studies that use multi-allelic markers.

As a parameter for comparison, we determined that true

genetic dissimilarity was obtained by analyzing 500 loci

evaluated as codominant. To quantify the informativeness

loss caused by data encoding, each replica was evaluated

using an appropriate index. For the binary encoded data,

genetic dissimilarity was calculated using the complement

of Jaccard (1908) coefficient, commonly used in dominant

molecular analyses. The codominant data were evaluated

using the complement of weighted index (Cruz et al. 2011),

cited by Ferrão (2013). The comparison of genetic dis-

similarity was performed using the correlation between

matrices. The normalization of the Mantel statistic was

used to determine the association between two matrices,

and 1,000 random permutations were used to test the sig-

nificance of the matrix correlations.

Simulations and analyses of genetic diversity were

performed using the GENES software (Cruz 2013). Five

simulations were conducted for each scenario. The results

presented are an arithmetic average of the values obtained.

Molecular analysis of Coffea canephora access

The genetic diversity studies using real data were performed

on the coffee species C. Canephora (2n = 2x = 22).

Eighty-seven accessions from the Embrapa Rondônia

Germplasm Bank were used in these analyses (Table 1).

Souza (2011) and Ferrão (2013) have already characterized

and studied this collection. The accessions that are main-

tained in this collection belong to two distinct varietal

groups: Conilon and Robusta. Natural hybrids between

these varietal groups should be considered because

C. canephora is an allogamous species.

In the laboratory analyses, young and fully developed

leaves from each plant were collected, frozen at -80 �C,

lyophilized, triturated and stored at -20 �C in the Coffee

Biotechnology Laboratory (BioCafé/Bioagro), Brazil. The

genomic DNA was extracted according to the protocol

described by Diniz et al. (2005), and the molecular anal-

yses were performed using the codominant and multi-

allelic SSR marker. Forty-seven SSR primers were used for

genotyping (Table 2), and microsatellite amplification was

performed as reported by Missio et al. (2010). For the allele

score, we used the same methodology proposed in scenario

2 for the simulated data. Thus, the alleles were evaluated as

follows: codominant (Cod), binary format (Bin) or domi-

nant using the most frequent allele (Dom).

In the encoded data analyses (Bin and Dom), the genetic

dissimilarity was calculated using the complement of Jac-

card (1908) coefficient. For the codominant data (Cod), we

used the complement of weighted index (Cruz et al. 2011).

In all analyses, the dendrograms were constructed using the

neighbor joining (NJ) method, and the statistical proce-

dures were performed using the GENES (Cruz 2013) and

Figtree v1.3.1 (Rambaut 2006) software.

The Bayesian clustering was performed using the

STRUCTURE software (Pritchard et al. 2000). We used K

values that ranged from 1 to 5 with mixture models and five

repetitions. Each running was implemented with a period

of 10,000 burn-in followed by 100,000 MCMC. The

number of genetic groups was estimated by the DK value

(Evanno et al. 2005) using the STRUCTURE HAR-

VESTER software (Earl and vonHoldt 2012).

Results and discussion

Simulated data

For the simulated data, two scenarios were proposed. The

first scenarios simulated SNP markers, which are codomi-

nant and biallelic. This class of molecular marker is fre-

quently used in genetic studies, because it provides a large

amount of information using molecular assays. For these

analyses, we observed a difference of 18 % in the corre-

lation value between the coded and unencoded data. These

results represent a loss of genetic information when the

data are encoding (Fig. 1a).

In the second scenario, we simulated the use of SSR

markers, which are multi-allelic and codominant. These

features increase the informativeness of the genetic analyses.

Two types of encoding were performed. In the first, called

Bin, we observed a loss of information on the order of 3 %. In

these analyses, the codominant and multi-allelic marker was

evaluated using the binary format (presence or absence of the

band). In the other encoding, called Dom, the loss of
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information was 25 %. In this case, those genotypes that

presented the most frequent allele were coded as 1 (one), and

those that presented other alleles were coded as 0 (zero)

(Fig. 1b). For all encoding approaches, the genetic distance

between the pairs of genotypes was measured using the

Jaccard (1908) coefficient, which is an appropriate meth-

odology for dominant marker studies. Thus, the simulated

data indicated that the use of encodings in combination with

the statistical methods for dominant marker resulted in a loss

of genetic information.

In the genotyping studies using codominant data, it is

recommended that the genetic similarities between the

pairs of individuals should not be determined based on the

proportion of bands that are shared between two individ-

uals, as in the binary data evaluations. The evaluation

should be adjusted so that there is a representation of

individual allelic patterns across all loci studied, taking into

account the total number of loci and the number of shared

alleles between the loci (Kosman and Leonard 2005).

Comparative studies indicated that the weighted index is an

efficient algorithm for determining the diversity between

pairs of genotypes because it uses all of the parameters

mentioned (Ramos et al. 2011).

Molecular analysis of Coffea canephora accessions

The real data were used to quantify the results of the en-

codings in the genetic studies from the germplasm collec-

tion. We used C. canephora accessions and cluster analysis

based on the genetic dissimilarity coefficients and the

Bayesian approach in the STRUCTURE software (Prit-

chard et al. 2000). The Bayesian analysis allows a proba-

bilistic classification of genotypes into populations

according to their ancestry coefficient (Q). The SSR data

were encoded as Cod, Bin or Dom, as in Scenario 2 of the

simulated data. In all analyses (Cod, Bin and Dom), it was

possible to classify the access in the respective varietal

groups (Conilon or Robusta) in both approaches.

Table 1 Coffea canephora

accessions maintained in the

Germplasm Bank of Embrapa

Rondônia

Adapted from Souza (2011) and

Ferrão (2013)

Accessions Code Accessions Code Accessions Code

Conilon Incaper 03 ES03 Cpafro183 RO183 Cpafro147 RO147

Conilon Incaper 110 ES110A Cpafro015 RO015 Cpafro164 RO164

Conilon Incaper 28 ES028 Cpafro140 RO140 Cpafro189 RO189

Conilon Incaper 16 ES16 Cpafro001 RO001 Cpafro190 RO190

Conilon Incaper 45 ES45 Cpafro016 RO016 Cpafro036 RO036

Kouillou IAC 661 K661 Cpafro044 RO044 Cpafro089 RO089

Conilon Incaper V.1 ESV1 Cpafro101 RO101 Cpafro045B RO045B

Conilon Incaper V.2 ESV2 Cpafro119 RO119 Cpafro077 RO077

Conilon Incaper V.3 ESV4 Cpafro155 RO155 Cpafro138 RO138

Robusta IAC 1675 R1675 Cpafro004 RO004 Cpafro142 RO142

Robusta IAC 2259 R2259 Cpafro042 RO042 Cpafro196 RO196

Robusta IAC 2257.1 R22571 Cpafro098 RO098 Cpafro193 RO193

Robusta IAC 2257.2 R22572 Cpafro160 RO160 Cpafro049 RO049

Robusta IAC 640.1 R6401 Cpafro184 RO184 Cpafro030 RO030

Robusta IAC 640.2 R6402 Cpafro018 RO018 Cpafro032 RO032

Robusta IAC 2258.1 R22581 Cpafro045 RO045 Cpafro076 RO076

Robusta IAC 2258.2 R22582 Cpafro146 RO146 Cpafro161 RO161

Robusta IAC 2258.3 R22583 Cpafro194 RO194 Cpafro035 RO035

Cpafro 006 RO006 Cpafro017 RO017 Cpafro038 RO038

Cpafro 047 RO047 Cpafro043 RO043 Cpafro073 RO073

Cpafro 199 RO199 Cpafro120 RO120 Cpafro139 RO139

Cpafro052 RO052 Cpafro010 RO010 Cpafro141 RO141

Cpafro151 RO151 Cpafro064 RO064 Cpafro171 RO171

Cpafro172 RO172 Cpafro086 RO086 Cpafro197 RO197

Cpafro003 RO003 Cpafro103 RO103 Cpafro025 RO025

Cpafro058 RO058 Cpafro203 RO203 Cpafro026 RO026

Cpafro059 RO059 Cpafro022 RO022 Cpafro072 RO072

Cpafro088 RO088 Cpafro024 RO024 Cpafro075 RO075

Cpafro096 RO096 Cpafro127 RO127 Cpafro115 RO115
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The C. canephora species is divided into two varietal

groups according to their diversity center and adaptive

characteristics. The first group is called Conilon and is

composed of genotypes that result in smaller leaves and

fruits, less vigor, but greater tolerance to drought. The

second group, called Robusta, is composed of higher and

more vigorous genotypes with larger leaves and fruits, but

is sensitive to drought (Ferrão 2013). Despite the signifi-

cant difference that separates the two varietal groups, the

classification of accessions in the germplasm collections is

Table 2 Microsatellite primers

used in the Coffea canephora

analysis

a Rovelli et al. (2000)
b Combes et al. (2000)
c Coulibaly et al. (2003)
d Poncet et al. (2004)
e Baruah et al. (2003)
f Moncada et al. (2004)
g Leroy et al. (2005)
h Bhat et al. (2005)

Primer Forward primer (50[ 30) Reverse primer (50[ 30)

SSR-07a TGACATAGGGGGCTAAATTG TTAATGGTGACGCTTTGATG

SSR-08a CACTGGCATTAGAAAGCACC GGCAAAGTCAATGATGACTC

SSR-13a TGGCCGTGATAATAAACAGC ATGTGGCAATCTAAAGCCAA

SSR-16b ACCCGAAAGAAAGAACCAAG CCACACAACTCTCCTCATTC

SSR-21b GACCATTACATTTCACACAC GCATTTTGTTGCACACTGTA

SSR-29c GGCTTCTTGGGTGTCTGTGT CCATTGGCTTTGTATTTCTGG

SSR-30d ATGGGGCCAACTTGAATATG CAGGGCATCTATCTACTTCTCTTT

SSR-34d GGAGACGCAGGTGGTAGAAG TCGAGAAGTCTTGGGGTGTT

SSR-35d CTGGCATTAGAAAGCACCTTG GCTTGGCTCACTGTAGGACTG

SSR-37d CAACACTATCTCTTGATTTTTCACT CGTGCAAGTCACATACTTTACTAC

SSR-39c TCCCCCATCTTTTTCTTTCC GGGAGTGTTTTTGTGTTGCTT

SSR-40d AAAGGAAAATTGTTGGCTCTGA TCCACATACATTTCCCAGCA

SSR-42c TTGCTTGCTTGTTCTGTTAT TGACACGAGAGTTAGAAATGA

SSR-43d TTTTCTGGGTTTTCTGTGTTCTC TAACTCTCCATTCCCGCATT

SSR-46d AATGAAGAAGAGGGTGGTG CGAGGGTATTGTTTTCCAG

SSR-48c AGCAAGTGGAGCAGAAGAAG CGGTGAATAAGTCGCAGTC

SSR-49d TGGAGAAGGCTGTTGAAACC GGCGTGAAGCAAAAAGGTAT

SSR-52d GACCAAATGTCAGCTCATTG GCCGACTGCTCTTTTAGTGT

SSR-55c GCAGGTATTTGAAGGATGAACC GTGTAGGTGGTGCGATGTGT

SSR-56d AGCTATCTTTATCTCACACACACA GTTAGTGTTTCGATTTGGTACTG

SSR-57b CTCGCTTTCACGCTCTCTCT CGGTATGTTCCTCGTTCCTC

SSR-59d CCAGCTCTCCTCACTCTTTTCA GGTGGTGGAGGGGTAATAGG

SSR-64d GTTAGTGTGCGACCGTGTGT TTATGCCCCTCCCCATATCT

SSR-65d CTCACACACACACTGTCACG CGAATGAGGCTCCATCAC

SSR-70e GTAACCACCACCTCCTCTGC TGGAGGTAACGGAAGCTCTG

SSR-71e GCTAAGTTCAATTGCCCCTGT GGGTTAATTTGATTGCGTGA

SSR-74e TGGGGAAAAGAAGGATATAGACAAGAG GAGGGGGGCTAAGGGAATAACATA

SSR-76e GGTCCCACTCTCAAGCTGAA GGCAATTGATTCTGGAACCT

SSR-77f TCTCCTCTTCTTGCTGAGCC AGATTCACCCTTCAAGTTTCCTC

SSR-81f AGTAATGAACCTGCCGCCTCTTT TTGTCATTCTTGTGTTTTCCATCC

SSR-82f CAAAATGAAGGAGAAAAGTGGACA TGGCTTCATCTCAACCTTCCTTC

SSR-84f AAGTAGATTGGTGAAAGGGAAGC TCCTTCATTTTCTCCTCTTGGTT

SSR-87f ATTCGACGACTCCAAAGCATA CCTTGCTGGCCCTTCCTT

SSR-93f ATACAGCAATTTTGAGAGGAGGAA TTCTGTGCCTTCCCGAGTCA

SSR-100f ACCCTTTACTACTTATTTACTCTC ACATCCCCTTGCCATTTCTTC

SSR-102b CTCAGAGCTGCGGTGGTGTCA CCGGACGATCTTTCTTTCTTTCA

SSR-106b CCCTCCCTCTTTCTCCTCTC TCTGGGTTTTCTGTGTTCTCG

SSR-114g TAACAGAAGCACCAAAACC TCTAAACCCACCTCACAAC

SSR-119d TTGCCATCATCGTTCATTCT GCATAGTGTCGGTTGTGTTGTT

SSR-121d CGACACTTTCTTTGGCACTC AGACACCCACCCATCCAC

SSR-122d CGTCTCGTTTCACGCTCTCT GATCTGCATGTACTGGTGCTTC

SSR-138d GCACTTCCCTCTCAACCAAC ACTAGGACAGCAAATAGCATACACC

SSR-151h TGGTTCAAGGTAATGTGGAAA GGCCGTGATAATAAACAGCTA
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not an easy task. The natural form of reproduction (out-

crossing) results in populations with high phenotypic

amplitude and heterozygosity. In addition, it is necessary to

consider the existence of natural crosses between the two

varietal groups, which can complicate the discrimination of

genotypes. Therefore, the correct evaluation of genetic

diversity is important in a breeding program because it

provides reliable information that can be used in the

selection of promising genotypes.

In the diversity analysis, we observed that all methods

were efficient at separating the groups of Conilon and

Robusta. However, the efficiency of this classification

ranged for each encoding approach (Fig. 2). These differ-

ences will be further discussed.

For the Cod and Bin encodings, similar results were

observed (Fig. 2a, b, respectively). The dendrograms show

similar structures, and the accessions were assigned to the

Conilon, Robusta or natural hybrid groups. The main dif-

ference between these results was restricted within the

groups, especially in the Conilon groups represented in

Fig. 2 by the blue clade.

In the Cod evaluations, we observed three subgroups

(Fig. 2a) in the Conilon group. Two of these subgroups were

denominated as RO, and the accessions were collected in the

State of Rondônia, Brazil. The third subgroup, called ES, was

formed by accessions collected in the State of Espı́rito Santo,

Brazil. The dendrograms show that most of the genotypes

could be grouped according to their geographic origin. For

the locality of Rondônia, we observed an additional struc-

tural organization in the two subgroups, which were desig-

nated RO.1 and RO.2. According to Souza (2011), the

Rondônia germplasm was formed in the last four decades

upon the introduction of seeds and clones from the States of

Sao Paulo and Espı́rito Santo. Due to the greater similarity

between the RO.2 and ES groups, it is assumed that the

genotypes of these subgroups have the same origin (State of

Espı́rito Santo). On the other hand, the RO.1 subgroup is

formed by accessions that have originated in São Paulo, as

they present their own characteristics that are quite distinct

from those exhibited by the ES group.

The identification of three subgroups in the Conilon

group was not obtained for the Bin encoding. The acces-

sions maintained in this germplasm collection represent the

genetic material cultivated and preserved from different

Brazilian research institutions (Ferrão 2013; Souza 2011).

Thus, it is expected that the genotypes from the same

locality have similar molecular profiles because they share

adaptive traits. This tendency was best seen in the Cod

evaluation, where the majority of the ES accessions formed

an isolated subgroup.

These results suggest that when we consider genotypes

that are widely divergent, such as Robusta and Conilon

accessions, the Cod and Bin evaluations are effective in

varietal discrimination. However, in the case of similar

accessions that belong to the same varietal group, such as the

ES accessions, the Cod evaluations provide more detailed

results and allow the discrimination of the accessions that

share similar adaptive traits. The Cod advantage is the result

of the evaluation method of codominant markers, where the

similarity coefficients take into account the number of alleles

shared and the number of loci studied. Another characteristic

of the Cod evaluations is the possibility to work directly with

the allele frequencies (Karp et al. 1997), which allows

inferences about the genetic structure level, using Wright’s

(1965, 1978) F statistics and Nei’s (1973) G statistics.

The distinction between the alleles in the dominant

markers analysis can only be drawn if some assumptions

on the data set are made, e.g., the existence of Hardy–

Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and linkage equilibrium

(Bonin et al. 2007) in the population. However, when the

germplasm accessions are analyzed, frequently, we cannot

consider them as a population. Therefore, HWE cannot be

assumed, which complicates the statistical inference about

the allele frequency.

Fig. 1 a Scenario 1. SNP

simulations using the

codominant and binary data.

b Scenario 2. SSR simulations

using the codominant (Cod),

binary (Bin) and most frequent

allele format (Dom)

1654 L. F. V. Ferrão et al.
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Fig. 2 Neighbor joining (NJ)

dendrograms of the Coffea

canephora accessions

maintained in the Germplasm

Bank of Embrapa Rondônia.

Blue, red and green clades

represent the following varietal

groups: Conilon, Robusta and

natural hybrids, respectively.

The accession codes in orange

are from the same locality and

deserve special attention. Three

encodings were used a Cod,

b Bin, c Dom

The effects of encoding data in diversity studies 1655
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Even though the Cod and Bin evaluations showed sim-

ilar dendrograms, the Dom evaluation (Fig. 2c) did not

provide robust results. In this analysis, the correct separa-

tion of the natural hybrids was not possible. Furthermore,

the structuring of the Conilon and Robusta groups was

different from the results obtained from the Cod analysis.

The Robusta group was formed with fewer accessions, and

the ES genotypes in the Conilon group did not show any

grouping with adaptive logic. Moreover, in the Dom ana-

lysis, null values of the dissimilarity were observed, which

prevented the discrimination of some accessions. Thus,

despite the ease of procedure, this approach was inefficient

and is not recommended for genetic diversity studies. In

plant breeding, the use of this methodology can result in

the loss of genetic gain, especially in programs that aim to

identify heterotic groups and contrasting parents for the

exploration of hybrid vigor.

The correct evaluation of diversity is a key factor in the

selection of promising parents. If both parents are geneti-

cally similar, they share many genes or alleles in common.

Thus, there is the expectation that divergent parents pro-

vide good hybrids according to the heterosis theories. In the

management of genetic resources, the genetic diversity

analysis may indicate the existence of false duplicates that

are stored in the germplasm collection, resulting in the

erroneous discard of promising materials. Moreover, a

correct evaluation of germplasm is a valuable tool for

breeding programs, especially at the beginning of the

program when the work strategies are defined. For these

reasons, the characterization and evaluation of the acces-

sions should be accurate to help curators and researchers.

The results using the Bayesian approach are similar to

those already presented. K = 2 was the highest value of

DK for all evaluation modes, indicating that the accessions

can be separated into two groups (Fig. 3). These results

indicate that the highest hierarchy level of the accessions is

related to the varietal group. Therefore, in the three eval-

uation methods, the Conilon and Robusta accessions could

be distinguished from each other. Nevertheless, as in the

cluster analysis, it was possible to separate the natural

hybrids accurately only in the Cod (Fig. 3a) and Bin

(Fig. 3b) analysis.

Detailed information about the subgroups inside the

Conilon clade was obtained using K = 4, and the results

were similar to those observed in the cluster analysis

(Fig. 4). Using this K value in Cod (Fig. 4a), we observed a

similarity between the genotype molecular profiles from

the same locality and an efficient discrimination among the

ES, RO.1, RO.2 and Robusta (ROB) subgroups. This

observation confirms the hypothesis that the ES and RO.1

subgroups share adaptive traits. However, in the Bin

evaluations (Fig. 4b), the ES and RO.1 subgroups were

grouped together, assuming that this encoding mode was

not efficient in the discrimination by locality.

Fig. 3 Bar chart of the results

from the STRUCTURE

program used in the genetic

diversity studies in Coffea

canephora. The 87 genotypes

are represented in the same

order in Table 1 and are divided

into two groups (K = 2) in

accordance with the varietal

groups a Cod evaluation, b Bin

evaluation, and c Dom

evaluation
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For the associative mapping studies, this information is

critical because an inability to detect the population

structures within the dataset results in the loss of the

accuracy of associations and invalidates the statistical tests

(Ewens and Spielman 1995). Finally, the Dom evaluations

only allowed the separation between the Robusta and

Conilon groups without providing any additional infor-

mation about the possible subgroups. In addition, these

evaluations showed identical molecular profiles among the

accessions tested, which is a false indication of the dupli-

cates in the germplasm collection.

The similarity of the results obtained from the Bayesian

approach for K = 2 and K = 4 was quantified for the

different evaluation modes. We measured the correlation of

the ancestry coefficient values (Q) obtained between Cod,

Bin and Dom. In the simple structuring (K = 2), the three

evaluation modes were highly correlated. However, when

using a higher and more detailed structuring level (K = 4),

the correlation values decreased (Fig. 5).

The basic STRUCTURE algorithm was developed a

priori for the multi-locus genotype analysis assuming

linkage equilibrium and HWE within the populations.

Subsequently, Falush et al. (2007) extended the original

method using dominant markers and polyploid species and

the binary scores. The high correlation values observed for

K = 2 indicated that the information accessed by the

encoding methods is similar. These results suggest that the

extension of the original method was efficient. However,

when we increased the informational requirements of the

analyses using higher K values, we observed a decrease in

the correlation values between the evaluation methods.

Falush et al. (2007) reported a decrease in accuracy in

dominant marker evaluations. According to these authors,

this decrease is caused by genotypic ambiguity generated

by the existence of recessive alleles.

Combined analysis of the dominant and codominant

markers

The results discussed above confirm the loss of information

and consequences in genetic resource management. The

use of real data demonstrated that specific methodologies

Fig. 4 Bar chart of the results

from the STRUCTURE

program used in the genetic

diversity studies in Coffea

canephora. The 87 genotypes

are represented in the same

order in Table 1 and divided

into two groups in accordance

with the varietal groups. K = 4

allowed the structuring of the

accessions in the subgroups in

accordance with the locality.

The subgroups were designated

as ES (accesses come from the

State of Espı́rito Santo, Brazil),

RO.1 and RO.2 (subdivisions of

the genotypes that belong to the

State of Rondônia, Brazil). The

color of the subgroups indicates

that there is a separation in the

Cod (a), Bin (b) and Dom

(c) evaluations. The clear

differentiation of the three

Conilon subgroups and the

Robusta group (ROB) is only

observed in the Cod evaluations
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for codominant markers (Cod) are required. However, with

the advancement of molecular biology, more than one type

of markers is used for diversity studies to make the eval-

uations more accurate and reliable (Belaj et al. 2003;

Gallego et al. 2005; Lamia et al. 2010). An important point

in this study is that each marker type has its own charac-

teristics that must be considered in the combined analysis.

One practical example is the AFLP and SSR markers. The

AFLP markers stand out to allow the analysis of a large

number of loci per assay, and the SSR markers exhibit high

informativeness and reproducibility per dataset. Thus, as

the data are jointly analyzed, it is important to consider all

these characteristics.

To consider the intrinsic characteristics of each marker,

we proposed a methodology to study genetic diversity

using with different types of markers. Each marker type

was individually analyzed using the most appropriate

genetic coefficient, e.g., in the dominant markers analysis,

Jaccard (1908), Dice (1945) and simple-matching (Sokal

and Michener, 1958) coefficients are the most commonly

used. For the codominant markers, we highlighted the

unweighted Index (Cruz et al. 2011), the Smouse and

Peakall (1999) and the Kosman and Leonard coefficients

(2005). Thus, for each marker type there will be one

(dis)similarity matrix. Subsequently, these matrices are

multiplied by a weighting index given by the following

equation: WI = L/N. i.QND, where WI is the matrix

weighting index, L is the number of loci accessed for each

marker individually, N is the total number of loci accessed

by all markers evaluated, i is the informativeness constant,

and QND is the qualitative nature of the data. The WI

approach adds important information to the analysis, e.g.,

genome coverage, informativeness and data quality. Thus,

the most complete molecular markers will be weighted

with the highest scores and have greater representativeness

in the genetic diversity studies.

In the WI calculation, it is difficult to define the constant

values of informativeness (i) and qualitative nature of the

data (QND). Considering the particularities of each marker,

we propose i values for dominant and codominant markers,

and within the codominant markers, for multi-allelic or

biallelic (Table 3). Multi-allelic and codominant markers

Fig. 5 Pearson correlation between the ancestry coefficient (Q) for the different encoding methods, using K = 2 (below the diagonal) and

K = 4 (above the diagonal)
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were weighted with higher grades because they are more

informative than the other types of markers (Ferrão 2013;

Gallego et al. 2005; Lamia et al. 2010; Poncet et al. 2004;

Russell et al. 1997).

The concept of QND was presented by Varshney et al.

(2007) and is calculated with the following formula:

QND = DC 9 QM 9 PR, where DC is the documentation

capability, QM is the quality of the marker and PR is the

Percent of Reproducibility of the fragment(s)/band(s)/

peak(s) of the given marker system across the laboratories.

The QM values range over the primer combinations for

each marker type. For the QND final value, the QM

average value is used. Table 4 presents the range of values

for this parameter.

The DC and PR values are presented in Table 5 and

were suggested taking the characteristics of each maker

into consideration. For the DC parameter, lower values

were used for the markers that analyze multiple loci per

assay, such as AFLP, due to the large number of bands/

peaks. This feature makes the interpretation in the auto-

mated genotyping systems difficult. On the other hand,

molecular markers based on hybridization methods using

DNA solid platforms obtained higher values. This is the

case for SNP and DArT, which are automatically docu-

mented in a ‘‘digital fashion’’ that is convenient for storage

in the database (Jaccoud et al. 2001; Varshney et al. 2007).

Specific loci markers, such as SSR, are easily evaluated

because they have at most two bands/peaks per locus in the

diploid organism. However, we suggest an intermediate

DC value for them because some artifacts that occur in the

assay interfere with the analysis (Guichoux et al. 2011).

The PR value represents the reliability of each tech-

nique. In the germplasm characterization, this is a valuable

parameter because it indicates the reproducibility of the

results and can be shared among different laboratories. In

this way, the SNP and DArT are considered the most robust

markers, while the RAPD markers are considered the least

reliable. We believe that for genetic analyses with repeti-

tions and rigorous data controls, it is possible to disregard

the QND parameter in the PI calculation.

The weighting index approach allows for the simulta-

neous use of more than one class of molecular markers in

genetic diversity. Beyond adding informativeness in the

analysis, another advantage of this method is the obtainment

of a single outcome that summarizes all of the information

into a single (dis) similarity matrix and dendrogram. On the

other hand, traditional methods usually involve an individual

analysis for each molecular marker, resulting in several

dendrograms. In this context, it is difficult to draw conclu-

sions about the divergence because different molecular

markers access different levels of information in the genome

and cannot lead to similar results. In this sense, the use of the

weighting index makes the results clearer and facilitates the

conclusions about the study.

For polyploid organisms, the genetic diversity studies are

characterized by complex patterns of inheritance and diffi-

culty or impossibility in determining the exact number of

copies of each allele (Serang et al. 2012). Some solutions

have been proposed to minimize this problem. The most

widely used solution for codominant markers is the encoding

of data using binary form evaluations. The consequences of

this adaptation in genetic diversity studies have not been

reported thoroughly. In this paper, we showed that the en-

codings in diploid organisms must be avoided because they

result in the loss of information and lower accuracy. If we

extrapolate this observation to polyploid studies, we can

conclude that the problem persists and encoding data are a

problem. The major difference between these two cases is

that encoding in polyploids is necessary because it is not

possible to determine the exact number of copies of each

allele. Thus, it is necessary to develop robust methodologies

that could solve this problem.

Accordingly, some solutions have been proposed with

an emphasis on a study performed by Serang et al. (2012).

Table 3 Informativeness values (i) with different types of molecular

markers

Class Evaluation Molecular markers Informativeness

values (i)

Codominant Multi-

allelic

SSR 1.00

Biallelic SNP and DaRTs 0.75

Dominant Binary AFLP, RAPD and

ISSR

0.60

Table 4 Values scale of quality of marker (QM)

Scale Quality of markers

1.00 Good quality marker—single and strong band/peak

0.75 Faint band or lower peak

0.50 Marker/band with stuttering

0.25 Difficult to score (needs special efforts to visualize)

Varshney et al. (2007)

Table 5 Documentation capability (DC) and the percent of repro-

ducibility of the fragment(s)/band(s)/peak(s) (PR) values for the dif-

ferent types of markers

Parameter Molecular markers

SNP and DaRTs SSR AFLP and ISSR RAPD

DC 1.00 0.75 0.50 0.25

PR 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.25

Adapted Varshney et al. (2007)
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This group presented a Bayesian graphic model for SNP

genotyping in which the genotypes can be inferred in

populations where the ploidy level is unknown. These

concepts have been implemented in the SuperMASSA�

software and are an excellent alternative for polyploid

studies with SNPs. Methodologies and specific polyploidy

software should also be used in genetic analyses. For the

diversity studies, we highlight the FDASH (Obbard et al.

2006), TETRASAT (Markwith et al. 2006) and ATETRA

(VAN Puvvelde et al. 2010) programs.

Finally, the approach presented in this article may be

expanded in a more general context, which involves the use

of next generation DNA sequencing (NGS). In this sce-

nario, modern methods of genotyping, such as GBS (El-

shire et al. 2011) and RAD-seq (Baird et al. 2008), can be

used with traditional markers (AFLP and RAPD SSR, for

example). The advantage of the weighting index is due to

the SNP data from these modern platforms being weighted

with higher scores than traditional data. This occurs in two

components of expression. The first component is related to

the number of sampled loci (L). Studies with GBS, for

example, are able to generate hundreds of SNPs depending

of the germplasm that was evaluated (Polland and Rife

2012). These numbers are much higher than the results

from studies with AFLP and SSR, which are able to sample

hundreds of loci. The second component is associated with

the qualitative nature of the data (QND). In modern

approaches, the reproducibility (PR), data quality (QM)

and documentation capabilities (DC) of the SNPs are better

than in traditional methods, mainly because all the steps are

automated using accurate methodologies for next genera-

tion sequencing.

Conclusions

1. For simulated data, the encoding methods resulted in a

loss of information for the two proposed scenarios.

This is a problem for studies involving multi-allelic

and biallelic markers, suggesting that the encoding

data must not be used in genetic diversity studies.

2. In studies involving real data using SSR, the encoding

data were inefficient in genetic breeding studies, espe-

cially those that aim at the identification of heterotic

groups and evaluation of genetic resources stored in

germplasm collections. As to the C. canephora studies,

the encoding data were not effective in discriminating

all the subgroups by any of the approaches used (cluster

analysis and Bayesian approach).

3. Compared to the genetic diversity studies using different

types of markers, when performing the joining of data, it

is important that the intrinsic features of each assay be

considered. Thus, it is important to compute the

informativeness, coverage and quality of the markers.

The weighted index proposed in this paper is a

methodology that takes into account all these factors,

making it an important tool in genetic studies.
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